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Introduction
This is a difficult time for artists and curators. They face
not only the standard difficulties of cultural producers—
the struggle to find a voice, the need to remake the world
and push against the burden of their predecessors—nor just
the ever-present pressures of economic well-being.They are
also making work in a time of tremendous precarity for the
world at large, threatened by specters of fascism and conflict,
and the fact that their future horizon disappears daily as the
global temperature rises. The group of undergraduate
students involved in this catalogue are representative of a
larger student body, all of whom are finding themselves in
a process of negotiating their place in the world, both as
artists and citizens.
One of the means artists have always used to forge their
visions in times of crisis is collaboration. From medieval
guilds to modernist movements, artists find strength and
expressive capacity through alignment. The collaboration
between NYU BFA Program in Studio Art and The Institute
of Fine Arts is part of this history. The New York University
Curatorial Collaborative began in 2014, initiated by both
students and faculty and designed to bring graduate students
in art history into contact with senior undergraduate students
of the BFA Program. In so doing, they were not thinking in
the standard terms of “networking,” but in the art historical
vision of community-building.
The collaborative processes will be made public through
several two-person exhibitions at 80WSE Gallery and one
curated group exhibition organized in galleries of the Barney
Building, home to the Studio Art Program. The students

chosen were selected by a combination of factors, including
their commitment to work, their interest in the project, the
diversity they manifest (diversity being a central component
of coalition-building), and the contingent alignments
between curatorial and artistic visions that make shows
like this possible. Like all community-formations, these
shows are both organic and artificial, both institutional
and experimental. These tensions make the collaboration
unique and full of the unexpected.
The works you will see in this catalogue are the result
of research, trial and error, learning, feedback, and the
enthusiasm of these students to realize their visions. As
faculty, we embrace the multiplicity of backgrounds and
approaches that these students represent. As the Director of
the BFA Program, I am proud that the work showcased in the
exhibition is a testament both to the efforts of these young
artists, and to the extraordinary faculty that have guided
them through their time here.
This catalogue marks a point in the students’ journey as
artists. It is not the end of their journey, nor the ultimate
expression of their vision for the world. It is a proposition
for a conversation with you, the viewer. The catalogue is thus
more a pause than a completion, a space to recognize and to
honor the interests, ideas and efforts of our students and the
curators who have engaged with and expanded their visions.
We thank you for joining them in this journey as they confront
the difficult times we live in, and help make possible a future
full of the values seen herein, including community, creativity,
engagement as well as resistance.

Shadi Harouni
BFA Program Director
Department of Art and Art Professions
New York University
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translation: in different terms
Anyone familiar with Google Translate’s mobile app camera function can avow the awe of
witnessing words morph fluidly between languages. In presenting a formal conversion of letters
alongside an exchange of meaning—and executing this in real-time—it suggests that viewing
the world through this lens can translate differences. And yet, is translation that straightforward?
Is understanding that simple?
Catalina Granados’ and Elexa Jefferson’s artistic practices center these queries. In analyzing
whys, hows, and so whats of the transition of something from one form into another, they probe the
mechanisms we utilize to convey, transfer, and interpret meaning between each other.

Catalina Granados
Artist Studio (Detail), 2017

In 06200, Granados pushes into social practice and collaborates with an elementary school class in
Tepito, Mexico City. She coordinates expressive forms—video, letters, and drawings—in the exercises
she conducts with the students to explore fear’s manifestations in their lives. Ultimately, Granados
will create a personalcostume for each child that, when worn, will render her invincible to her fears.
06200 elucidates the futility of linguistic translation to cross between artist, participant, and
viewer; too much is lost and differences are distorted, yielding an unfaithful facsimile. This ethical
question of translation authenticity corresponds to Tepito’s street market, where many of the students’
relatives earn their livelihoods. There, one product formerly sold (locally manufactured shoes) has
been substituted for its copy (counterfeit designer sneakers), making visible the transformation of one
means of production from its original state to its duplicated, illegal version. Granados examines the
ideologies driving this phenomenon, their emotional ramifications, and their transmission through
older generations to today’s youth.
Jefferson engages different modalities of translation to test the processes’ concentrative qualities. Inspired by R.D. Laing’s poems referencing psychiatrist-patient conversations, Jefferson investigates the
convention of ‘translating out’ to generate additional significance. Just as the rhetoric of therapy transfers into verse, Jefferson extracts phrases from a 1945 radio play script and re-contextualizes the distillations in Rocket from Manhattan (September 20, 1945). Jefferson’s wooden sculpture resembles
sheet metal onto which she engraves the text-based pastiches. The words’ inherent meanings serve as
Jefferson’s found objects, which she layers and links into revised narratives. This act of omitting text
and restructuring excerpts operates parallel to a car radio’s scan button, which stitches broadcast
and song segments into one continuous stream. In Rocket, Jefferson captures different meaning and
imparts ruminative statements: “We left of life something more than a confused dream.”

Elexa Jefferson
Artist Studio (Detail), 2017

Just as a slight quiver of the hand renders Google’s translation momentarily indecipherable, until the
words recalibrate, understanding is something we can find and lose. Granados and Jefferson both
make art that seems confident we can find it, but reminds us that we need the nuances of translation to
enable genuine comprehension.
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